REPORTING ON THE HOLY LAND: ISRAEL THROUGH THE LENS OF A FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT

March 3rd, 2016 | 5:00 PM | 295 Boalt Hall

Food and Drinks Provided
RSVP here or email us at mshemtov@law.berkeley.edu

Join us for a student conversation with Tim McGirk, former bureau chief and war correspondent for Time Magazine, on his experiences reporting on Israel and the Middle East.

Tim McGirk has covered the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the hunt for al-Qaeda. He also worked as a foreign correspondent in Europe, North Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and Latin America for Time Magazine and for The Independent. McGirk was the recipient of the Henry Luce Award for Reporting and, in the U.K., the Foreign Press Association’s 2006 Print Story of the Year award for his investigation into the killing of 24 Iraqi civilians by U.S. Marines at Haditha, Iraq, and the subsequent cover-up by the U.S. military.